Chapter 1

Trust in vocal human-robot interaction:
implications for robot voice design
Ilaria Torre and Laurence White

Abstract Trust is fundamental for successful human interactions. As robots become
increasingly active in human society, it is essential to determine what characteristics
of robots inuence trust in human-robot interaction, in order to design robots with
which people feel comfortable interacting. Many interactions are vocal by nature,
yet the vocal correlates of trust behaviours have received relatively little attention
to date. Here we examine the existing evidence about dimensions of vocal variation
that inuence trust: voice naturalness, gender, accent, prosody and interaction context. Furthermore, we argue that robot voices should be designed with specic robot
appearance, function, and task performance in mind, to avoid inducing unrealistic
expectations of robot performance in human users.

1.1 Introduction
Trust is an essential foundation for human societies. Numerous approaches have
been taken towards understanding the means by which it is negotiated. For background, the reader is referred to texts in biology (Bateson, 2000), evolutionary theory (Harcourt, 1991), sociology (Luhmann, 1979), economics (Berg et al., 1995),
and neuroscience (Bzdok et al., 2011). Here, it will suffice to say that trust relates
both to attribution – when someone makes a decision to trust someone else – and
to states and traits, when someone acts, in the short term or over the long term, in a
trustworthy manner.
Human social evolution has made us very sensitive to cues that may provide information about state or trait trustworthiness in others (e.g. Jones and George, 1998),
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to the point that a short extract of someone’s speech (McAleer et al., 2014), or a short
exposure to someone’s face (Willis and Todorov, 2006) are enough to make us form
a consistent impression of that person’s trustworthiness . As robots increasingly become part of our daily lives, it is important to understand what makes people trust
robots and, conversely, how we can design robots to appear trustworthy, in order
to facilitate human-robot interaction (HRI) and collaboration. While much effort is
put into designing robots to look trustworthy and appropriate for their task (e.g. Saldien et al., 2008; DiSalvo et al., 2002; Lütkebohle et al., 2010; Oh et al., 2006), less
consideration is given to designing voices for these robots (e.g. Sandygulova and
O’Hare, 2015). As we argue in this chapter, voice is a very powerful cue used in
judgements of trustworthiness, and it should be carefully considered – in conjunction with the robot’s appearance/ function and with the users’ expectations – when
designing a robot.
With regard to vocal attractiveness more generally, this chapter considers how
characteristics of a robot’s voice that contribute to an impression of trustworthiness reinforce, and are reinforced by, features of vocal attractiveness. Dion et al.
(1972) used the phrase “what is beautiful is good” to refer to the fact that attractiveness is strongly perceived as related to other positive traits, including that of trustworthiness. Indeed, attractiveness and trustworthiness loaded on the same factor in
McAleer et al. (2014)’s study of vocal features. Additional evidence of the close link
between attractiveness and trustworthiness comes from neuroscience (Bzdok et al.,
2011) and neurobiology (Theodoridou et al., 2009): Bzdok et al. (2011), for example, concluded that specific brain regions, such as the amygdala, might selectively
reinforce sensory information with high social importance, such as information concerning potential relationships (e.g.: ”Is this person attractive? I might date them in
the future.”; ”Is this person trustworthy? I might collaborate with them in the future.”). Here, we examine what characteristics of a robot’s voice, by analogy with
human voices, contribute to an impression of trustworthiness as a socially-relevant
cue for human-robot interaction.

1.2 Trust in voices
Most human communication is predicated on some degree of mutual trust between
interlocutors. When we ask a stranger for directions, we trust that they will give us
the correct information, to the best of their knowledge (cf, Cooperative Principle,
Grice, 1975). Moreover, like the fabled ‘boy who cried wolf’, untrustworthy communicators tend to be downgraded as interlocutors once their deceitfulness has been
exposed.
As the spoken channel is typically our main mode of communication, we have
naturally developed vocal means to signal our trustworthiness and to detect it in
others. Indeed, the natural tendency to trust speech is mediated by heuristics that
give us indicators about when the speaker might not be trustworthy. Not being able
to determine a speaker’s background can contribute to this impression, as can vocal
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identifiers of social affiliations disfavoured by the perceiver, or prosodic indicators
of aggression or dominance. Conversely, positive evidence for trustworthiness can
be inferred from many vocal features, such as accent (e.g. Lev-Ari and Keysar,
2010), prosodic cues (e.g. Miller et al., 1976), or emotional expressions (e.g. Schug
et al., 2010).
Regarding accents, the literature suggests that foreign accents tend to be trusted
less than native accents (Lev-Ari and Keysar, 2010), and that, within a language,
‘prestigious’ and ‘standard‘ accents are trusted more than regional accents (Giles,
1970). For example, in the context of the UK, Standard Southern British English
(SSBE) is generally evaluated as more trustworthy than, for example, typical London or Birmingham accents (Bishop et al., 2005). Furthermore, experimental evidence suggests that such first impressions of trustworthiness might persist over time,
despite being mediated by experience of a speaker’s actual behaviour (Torre et al.,
2016).
Results are less conclusive, indeed sometimes contradictory, regarding the direction of influence of various prosodic features on trust attributions. For example,
O’Connor and Barclay (2017) found that people had greater trust in higher-pitched
male and female voices (based on average fundamental frequency, f0). By contrast,
Villar et al. (2013), amongst other studies, have found that participants raise their
vocal pitch when lying, and Apple et al. (1979) showed that speakers with a high f0
and slow speech rate were rated as ‘less truthful’. A fast speaking rate was found to
be a feature of charismatic and persuasive speakers (Jiang and Pell, 2017; Chaiken,
1979), but has also been found to detract from charisma in speech (Niebuhr et al.,
2016). Finally, higher pitch and slower speech rate predicted greater trusting behaviour in an economic game (Torre et al., 2016). Such variable results might be
due to the fact that the studies employed different methods, such as questionnaires
or behavioural measures, and looked at different aspects of trust, such as deception, economic trust, voting behaviour, charisma, and so on. They might also reflect
quantitative variation in the prosodic features examined in the different studies: it
is unlikely that the relationships between trust attributions and, for example, speech
rate or pitch range are strictly linear. Additionally, rather than individual vocal characteristics, it is more likely to be a combination of features that determine the perceiver’s assessment of trustworthiness, along with how vocal features interact with
physical appearance, interaction context, and the perceiver’s emotional state.
Voice is a powerful medium through which a diversity of speaker-specific indexical information is transmitted and interpreted, and robot voices are likely to be
subject to similar appraisals. Thus, the design of robot voices should be influenced
by the nature of the attributions appropriate to the purposes of particular humanrobot interactions.
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1.3 Trust in robot voices
People tend to attribute personality traits to computers and robots as if they were
human agents (Nass and Lee, 2001; Nass et al., 1995; Walters et al., 2008), and
to respond to robots as if they had a personality (Lee et al., 2006). Given also that
people attribute traits to human speakers based on subtle speech characteristics (e.g.
Torre et al., 2016; McAleer et al., 2014), there is reason to assume that voice information will be used to attribute traits – e.g. of trustworthiness – to robots as well.
Thus, voice selection should be an integral part of the overall robot’s design. Issues to take into consideration are numerous and diverse, the following being just a
selection. Should large robots have lower-pitched voices than small robots, congruent with anthropomorphic expectations about larger larynxes? Should human-like
robots have natural human voices? Should robot voices have regional accents? If so,
should these be chosen to reflect the accent of the person with whom they are interacting or, for example, to reflect a stereotyped association between particular voice
styles and the specific functions that the robot will perform? The latter approach
risks reinforcing stereotypes, but ignoring any considerations of voice-function congruency could be problematic for the naturalness of the interaction.
It seems, however, that relatively little attention is currently paid to how the selection of robot voices in HRI research might affect our interaction with robots. For
example, McGinn and Torre (2019) conducted an informal survey of researchers
whose paper at the Human-Robot Interaction 2018 conference featured a speaking
robot. Specifically, they asked if they chose the voice of their robot and, if so, why.
Of the 18 responses received, six had used the Nao robot built-in voice, seven had
used a voice generated with a Text-To-Speech system, either because it was freely
available or because it was the voice that the robot came with, three pre-recorded
the voice using actors, and two simply described what the voice sounded like (e.g.
“androgynous, child-like voice”). In addition, six of these authors specified that they
had adjusted the robot voice in terms of pitch or speech rate to increase intelligibility or to elicit the perception of a particular voice age. Only one author mentioned
the accent that the voice had, and only one author mentioned looking for a voice
that would specifically suit the task that the robot had to carry out in the experiment. About the reasons for their choice, two authors specified that “it was the only
good one” and “because it was open source”. Whilst 11 mentioned the gender of the
robot’s voice, only a minority considered other voice characteristics such as prosody
or accent, or the context in which the interaction would take place. However, as we
show in this chapter, all of these features influence human perception of robots, and
should not be neglected.
Studies experimentally manipulating a robot voice in order to measure its effect
on users’ perceptions and behaviours are relatively scarce, but here we review work
in which a robot’s voice was manipulated, or where vocal characteristics were considered in the analyses . As trust is related to other positive traits – a typical ‘halo
effect’ (Dion et al., 1972) – and as studies examining the effect of robot voices on
trust are limited, we evaluate voice-based research in human-robot interaction in
general, considering the implications for trustworthiness in particular.
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1.3.1 Voice naturalness
One key aspect of voice that is often taken into account when designing robots is naturalness. While current efforts in the speech technology community are dedicated
to creating the most natural-sounding artificial voices, it might not be the case that
people actually prefer interacting with a robot or other artificial agent with a perfect
natural-sounding voice (Hinds et al., 2004). For example, Sims et al. (2009) showed
that being able to speak with either a synthetic or a natural voice was enough for a
robot to be treated as a competent agent: people gave more commands to a robot that
had a voice, whether synthetic or natural, and fewer to a robot that communicated
with beeps. They hypothesised that people assumed that speechless robots would
not understand language, and thus they did not speak either. Within the speaking
robot condition, however, participants gave more commands to the synthetic-voiced
robot than the natural one: Sims et al. suggested that participants might have thought
that a robot with a human voice was more competent and therefore needed fewer
commands. Taking a different perspective, Mitchell et al. (2011) argued that incongruence in the human likeness of a character’s face and voice can elicit feelings
of eeriness. In contrast, Tamagawa et al. (2011) argued that, for the sake of clarity
and familiarity, people would prefer such an ‘incongruent’ robot. In Eyssel et al.
(2012), participants were shown a video of a Flobi robot saying: “it’s quarter past
three” and were asked to rate the robot in terms of anthropomorphism, likeability,
psychological closeness, and intentions. The robot had either a natural or a synthetic
voice. Interestingly, voice had an effect only on participants’ ratings of likeability,
with people rating the natural voice higher. On the other hand, in Torre et al. (2018),
people implicitly trusted robots with synthetic voices more than those with natural
voices when they were behaving trustworthily, but found the opposite effect when
the robots were behaving untrustworthily. This also points to the importance of interaction context for robot voice design (1.3.5).
More generally, Hegel (2012) did not find strong evidence that the human likeness of a robot’s appearance influenced the perception of its social capabilities. If
the same were true for the human likeness of robot voices, this would argue that
voice naturalness might not be critical for creating feelings of trust. However, another factor to take into account when considering naturalness is listening effort:
thus, listening to synthetic voices can increase cognitive load relative to natural
voices (Simantiraki et al., 2018; Francis and Nusbaum, 2009). In turn, high cognitive
load hinders strategic thinking and can lead to trust misplacement, for example to
trusting untrustworthy individuals (Duffy and Smith, 2014; Samson and Kostyszyn,
2015). This suggests that – especially if the robot is meant to sustain an extended
vocal communication with a person – it should be given a natural – or high-quality
synthetic, – voice, notwithstanding any contradictions with the robot’s mechanical
looks.
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1.3.2 Voice gender
Talking specifically about trust, research on human-human interaction has not found
consistent differences in trust judgments towards men or women (e.g. Nass and
Brave, 2005; Chaudhuri and Gangadharan, 2007; Boenin and Serra, 2009; Slonim
and Guillen, 2010). Given that people’s mental models of humanoid social robots
are generally similar to human models (Lee et al., 2005; Kiesler and Goetz, 2002),
it would be reasonable to expect a lack of overall difference it might be that intrinsic differences in the trusting individuals will remain], when it comes to trusting
a ‘female’ or ‘male’ robot. Indeed, Crowell et al. (2009) failed to find any difference in how people reacted to a mechanical robot that had either a female or a male
voice. Thus, in terms of voice design, the straightforward expectation would be that
robots that are designed to look more feminine or masculine should have a voice
corresponding to their apparent gender.
The problem of voice gender selection may be further simplified by the fact that
many robots are not perceived as having a clearly defined gender. For example, in a
recent study (partially described in Torre et al., 2018), we used a Nao robot with two
different natural female voices, with participants interacting with both. At the end
of the experiment, a random sample of the 120 participants was asked what gender
they thought the robots had. Of the 66 randomly sampled participants, 23 said they
thought the robot was always female, 17 always male, 20 did not associate any
gender, and 6 associated a different gender to the two robots they played with. This
suggests that even a natural female voice does not consistently convey information
about the gender of the robot with that voice. Similarly, the majority of participants
in Walters et al. (2008) who interacted with a robot that had either a pre-recorded
male voice, a pre-recorded female voice, or a synthesised voice, gave either a male
or a neutral name to the robot, even when the robot had a female voice.
Thus, it seems that the gender of a robot voice does not necessarily influence
whether people will perceive the robot to have the same gender. However, describing a study involving 9-11-year-old children, Sandygulova and O’Hare (2015) suggested that children assigned a gender to a Nao robot on the basis of the voice alone.
This was a synthetic male or female voice. However, participants heard all the possible voices in succession with the same robot, and so a contrast effect may have
contributed to the gender attribution being based on voice in this case.
While there is no evidence that voice gender influences a positive human-robot
interaction, it is possible that it could interact with presumed gender-specific knowledge (e.g. Powers et al., 2005). As discussed later (section 1.3.5), the context in
which the interaction takes place might be more important for trustworthy voice
design than voice gender as an isolated feature.
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1.3.3 Voice accent
Everyone has an accent. The term ‘accent’ refers to systematic patterns of realisation of the sounds of a language – phonetic and phonological – that people belonging to certain geographically- or socially-defined groups tend to have in common
(Lippi-Green, 1997). Accents thus provide immediate information about whether
or not two interlocutors belong to similar social and/or regional groups, information that we tend to implicitly use in judgements of trustworthiness (e.g. Kinzler
et al., 2009). Specifically, in-group membership elicits favourable first impressions,
including with robots (Kuchenbrandt et al., 2013). Given that every speaker has an
accent, and that these accents affect the way we interpret interpersonal communication, should speaking machines have purpose-specific human accents?
There is, unsurprisingly, evidence of straightforward accent preferences in interactions with robots. For example, children based in Ireland showed a preference
towards male and female UK English over US English in a Nao robot (Sandygulova
and O’Hare, 2015). We can also contribute some survey data regarding overall preferences for robot accents. All the participants of various UK-based studies run over
three years were asked what accent they would like a robot to have. The question
was open-ended, so we re-coded the answers to fit in broad categories (e.g. ‘West
Country’ and ‘South West’ would both be coded as ‘South West’; labels such as ‘English’, ‘British’, ‘RP’ would be coded as ‘SSBE’). Figure 1.1 shows these standardised answers from all 503 participants who answered this question. As the figure
shows, the majority of respondents answered with ‘SSBE’, followed by ‘Neutral’
accent (which in the UK is also likely to mean the non-regional SSBE), followed
by ‘Irish’. All of the respondents were native British English speakers, with the following self-reported regional identities: southwest England (58%), southeast England (22%), Midlands (8%), Wales (5%), East Anglia (3%), with participants from
northeast England, northwest England, and Scotland comprising almost all of the
remaining 3-4%. As shown in Figure 1.1, very few people reported a preference
for a robot to have a machine-like voice. There were also relatively few preferences
for a regional accent reflecting one’s own origins: 58% of respondents were from
the southwest but only about 5% of all respondents said they would like the robot
to have a southwestern accent (which here we use to encompass Bristol, Cornwall,
Devon, Plymouth or general South-West).
Preferences for robot accents may well also be influenced by the nature of the interaction, however. For example, research from Andrist et al. (2015) on the Arabic
language showed an interaction between accent and behavior in human-robot interaction (see section 1.3.5): participants believed that robots with the same regional
accent as theirs were more credible – when the robots were knowledgeable – than
those with a standard accent, whereas robots with standard accents were perceived
to be the more credible when the robots had little knowledge. Similar interactions
between accents and behaviour are, of course, likely with other languages. For example, Tamagawa et al. (2011) ran two experiments comparing synthesised British,
American, and New Zealand English accents. In the first experiment, participants
from New Zealand explicitly rated the disembodied UK accent more positively than
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the US one, while their own New Zealand accent was not rated significantly differently to either of the other accents. In the second experiment, participants were told
by a healthcare robot, in one of the three accents, how to take blood pressure measurements on themselves. After the interaction, they completed a questionnaire, and
reported more positive emotions towards the New Zealand-accented robot than the
US-accented robot, and thought that the New Zealand robot performed better (no
other pairwise comparison was statistically significant). These results also point to
the differential effect that accents might have in different interaction contexts (e.g.
disembodied voice vs. speaking robot).

1.3.4 Voice prosody
Pitch gives information about a speaker’s size, being inversely proportional to the
body mass (Ohala, 1983). Thus, it might be straightforward to think that bigger
robots should have lower-pitched voices than smaller robots. However, as we saw
in the discussion on voice gender (section 1.3.2), intuitive assumptions regarding
appropriate voices do not necessarily apply in practice, and experimental work is
required. In Niculescu et al. (2011), after interacting with a robot with either a
high-pitched or a low-pitched female voice, participants’ questionnaire responses
indicated an overall preference for the higher-pitched voice. In another study, Yilmazyildiz et al. (2012) asked participants which of two voices, with lower or higher
pitch, was more suitable for a NAO – a child-like humanoid robot – or a Probo – a
green furry elephant-like robot: participants preferred the higher-pitched voice for
NAO and the lower-pitched voice for Probo.
Vocal prosody is also a feature that often manifests convergence. Linguistic convergence – sometimes also called adaptation, entrainment, or synchrony, although
we prefer the specificity of ”convergence” – is a phenomenon by which two speakers
tend to unconsciously imitate each other’s speech characteristics as interactions proceed (Beňuš, 2014). According to Communication Accommodation Theory (Giles
et al., 1991), convergence is a signal of openness and positive attitude – including trust – towards the interlocutor. For example, Manson et al. (2013) showed that
people who converged in terms of their speech rate trusted each other more in a
Prisoner’s Dilemma task. Looking at linguistic convergence more generally, Scissors et al. (2009) found that some types of linguistic similarity positively correlate
with behavioural trust in text-based interaction, while others negatively correlate
with it: for example, trusting individuals exhibited convergence in the use of words
linked to positive emotions, while deceiving individuals exhibited convergence in
the use of negative emotions words.
The well-documented occurrence of convergence phenomenon in human-human
interaction led researchers to examine it in human-agent interaction as well. In a
computer game where participants followed the advice of an owl-shaped avatar that
was either converging or diverging from the participants’ own prosody, Beňuš et al.
(2018) found that female participants followed the advice of the diverging avatar
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Fig. 1.1 Preference for a robot’s accent from a survey of 503 native British English speakers. The
question allowed a free response and the bars indicate the overall proportion of all responses that
fitted within each accent category (see text for how accent responses were categorised). ”Any”
means ”any accent”; ”Same” means ”the same accent as me”.

more often than the converging one, while there was no effect for male participants.
Also contrary to some expectations, Strupka et al. (2016) found that participants
tended to diverge prosodically from Keepon robots whose prosody was manipulated. On the other hand, Sadoughi et al. (2017) found that children who played a
game with an converging social robot had higher levels of engagement at the end
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of the interactions than children who played the game with a non-converging robot.
The apparent differences in convergence behavior might be due to several factors,
notably whether one is concerned with factors promoting convergence by human
speakers towards the vocal features of agents or with the impact of convergence by
agents on human behaviours and attitudes. Additionally, there may be an influence
of age differences in participants, adults in Beňuš et al. (2018) and Strupka et al.
(2016), compared with children in Sadoughi et al. (2017): potentially, for example,
children may have fewer implicit socio-cognitive biases towards artificial agents.
More generally, discrepancies between studies may arise because of intrinsic differences in the artificial voices used. Human speech has been shown to converge
with artificial voices in terms of phonetics and prosody when the artificial voice is
of high quality, but less so when it is of low quality (Gessinger et al., 2017, 2018).
Differences could also be due to appearance contrasts between artificial agents: for
example, in the studies reported above, there was an owl-shaped avatar in Beňuš
et al. (2018), a small, rudimentarily humanoid robot in Strupka et al. (2016), and
a life-size humanoid robot in Sadoughi et al. (2017). Interactions between robot
appearance and convergence behaviours cannot be ruled out.
Prosody conveys important information on the emotional state of the speaker
(e.g. Bänziger and Scherer, 2005; Aubergé and Cathiard, 2003). In this regard, it is
known that displaying a positive emotion generally leads to attributions of other positive traits – including trustworthiness – a typical ‘halo’ effect (Lau, 1982; PentonVoak et al., 2006; Schug et al., 2010). Indeed, voice-based Embodied Conversational
Agents that were smiling were trusted more than those with a neutral facial expression (Elkins and Derrick, 2013). Smiling in the face also led to trusting avatars
and robots more (Krumhuber et al., 2007; Mathur and Reichling, 2016). Thus, a
robot expressing positive affect in its prosody could similarly increase the human
user’s feeling that it can be trusted. The situation-congruent expression of affect
might increase trust even when it is not displaying a positive emotion. For example,
portraying stress and urgency through the voice increased performance in a joint
human-robot collaborative task (Scheutz et al., 2006).
Apart from signalling a speaker’s mood or emotional state, prosodic cues also
contribute to an individual’s vocal profile, that is, what makes a voice unique. Arguably, distinct-looking robots should have different-sounding voices, in order to:
a) contribute to the impression that they are individual agents; b) be congruent with
their physical appearance; c) elicit personality attributions congruent with the primary functions. In a recent study (partially described in Torre et al., 2018), people played a trust game with robots having different voices. We obtained a natural recording of two female SSBE speakers, which we then resynthesised to sound
robotic, thus generating four voices altogether: Speaker 1 natural, Speaker 1 synthetic, Speaker 2 natural, Speaker 2 synthetic. As mentioned earlier (Section 1.3.1),
much of the variance in trust was explained by the voice naturalness variable: specifically, people trusted robots with synthetic voices more than those with natural
voices when they were behaving trustworthily, but the opposite when the robots
were behaving untrustworthily (Torre et al., 2018). However, people also demonstrated greater implicit trust to one of the two speaker voices over the other, both
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in natural-natural and synthetic-synthetic comparisons. This is consistent with previous studies showing that very fine speech characteristics, which are independent
from higher-level features such as accent, affect impression formation (e.g. Gobl
and Nı́ Chasaide, 2003; Trouvain et al., 2006). It also suggests that people’s preference for certain individual voices might apply when these voices are embodied in a
robot. Thus, idiolectal characteristics, such as those conveyed by prosody, seem to
contribute to trusting behaviours as well.
Overall, it seems simplistic to relate trustworthiness judgments purely to isolated
vocal features – such as gender, naturalness or pitch – and a holistic view of voice
might be better suited for promoting positive interactions, rather than only considering specific individual vocal features.

1.3.5 Voice context and expectations
As discussed earlier, some studies have shown that people perceive robots differently depending on the context in which the interaction takesook place (Sims et al.,
2009; Andrist et al., 2015). Thus, the nature of the specific human-robot interaction may affect the optimal characteristics of the robot (see also Torre et al., 2018).
For example, Wang et al. (2013) found that, in a favourable context, such as a satisfactory customer/employee call centre interaction, customers with an American
English background tended to suppress their negative prejudices towards employees
with an Indian English accent. On the other hand, when the interaction was not satisfactory, customers tended not to suppress their accent prejudice (Wang et al., 2013).
Similarly, Bresnahan et al. (2002) examined accent perception as a function of the
message that the accented speaker was delivering. They recorded two non-native
speakers of American English, one very intelligible and one not very intelligible,
and one native speaker, reading passages in a ‘friend’ and ‘teaching assistant’ condition. Participants were undergraduate students of various ethnic origin, but mostly
white Americans. They found that the ‘friend’ context was judged as more attractive and dynamic than the ‘teaching assistant’ context, in all accent conditions. Also,
participants with and a strong ethnic identity regarded the native accent as higher in
status, dynamism and attractiveness, while the opposite was found for participants
with a weak ethnic identity, who attributed higher status and attractiveness to the not
very intelligent foreign accent, as compared to the native one. Thus, not only the interaction context, but also the specific background context of the human interlocutor
is likely to influence the interaction success.
In HRI, Salem et al. (2013) found that participants’ perception – in terms of
politeness, competency, extraversion, perceived warmth and shared reality – of a
receptionist robot differed according to the context of the interaction, which was either goal-oriented or open-ended. By contrast, the variation in the robot’s politeness
level did not influence participants’ perception. Additionally, in the aforementioned
study by Sims et al. (2009), participants watched videos of a robot in different scenarios (robot damaged, robot in danger, robot requiring more information, robot has
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located target, robot has completed task). They found that, for example, participants
gave more commands to the robot in the videos where the robot needed assistance,
and concluded that a robot’s voice should be chosen based on task context. In particular, this would allow for the transmission of pragmatic information which may
increase the operation success. For example, in a search and rescue operation, a
synthetic voice for a robot might be the appropriate choice, because – whilst it conveys to the person being rescued that the robot is able to help and may be capable
of understanding human speech – the fact that the robot voice is not fully humanlike could suggest to its human teammates that their input in the operation is still
necessary.
As reviewed above, a robot’s voice, along with its appearance, will have an influence on the first impressions of that robot’s trustworthiness. Given the role of
interaction context, however, these first impressions should be validated over longterm interactions with that robot. In fact, several experiments on trusting behaviour
in human-machine interaction showed that incongruency between first impressions
of trustworthiness and experience of a speaker’s actual trustworthiness can drastically reduce trust (Torre et al., 2018). Thus, if a robot’s voice gives the impression
that the robot will function well, people might have more negative reactions in the
case that the robot’s performance does not live up to expectations. If it is expected
that a robot will operate with some degree of error, perhaps its design (appearance,
voice) should reflect the fact that its performance will not always be flawless, so as
not to set the users’ expectations too high from the beginning (van den Brule et al.,
2014). For example, Hegel (2012) found that people attributed higher social capabilities, including honesty, to robots that looked more sophisticated. Whether robots
can deliver on their promise of sophisticated performance is a different matter, however, and over-reliance on a robot according to positive first impressions could have
major negative consequences (Robinette et al., 2016; Hancock et al., 2011; Salem
et al., 2015).
Emotional expression might also elicit different trusting behaviour depending on
the interaction context. Van Kleef et al. (2010), in the ‘Emotions as Social Information’ (EASI) model, suggest that emotions are used to make sense of ambiguous
situations, and that their effect depends on the situation in which the interaction
takes place, being specifically mediated by its cooperative or competitive nature.
Thus, displaying a positive emotion, such as happiness, in a cooperative context
will reinforce the parties’ belief that everyone is gaining, and will elicit more cooperative behaviours. By contrast, displaying a negative emotion, such as anger, in a
cooperative context will hinder future cooperative behaviours. Accordingly, Antos
et al. (2011) found that, in a negotiation game, participants tended to select as partners those computer agents which displayed emotions congruent with their actions.
Those agents were also perceived as more trustworthy than agents whose emotional
expression and action strategy did not match, even though the strategy itself was
the same. In summary, emotional expression is helpful only if it is congruent with
behaviour.
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1.4 Conclusion
This chapter offers an overview of some of the aspects to consider when designing
a trustworthy voice to be used in human-robot interaction. Given that many studies in HRI employing a speaking robot have not carefully considered their robot’s
voice, the present work aims to be a starting point for subsequent research involving
speaking robots.
In particular, we summarised work on the effect that voice naturalness, gender,
accent, and prosody can have on trust attributions in human-robot interactions, along
with the interactions of such vocal features with the characteristics and demands of
the specific human-robot encounter. Naturalness, accent, and prosody seem to be the
features with the highest likelihood of shaping trusting behaviour, while voice gender appears secondary. Moreover, carefully controlling for context might be more
important than, for example, manipulations of naturalness in the voice: specifically,
successful interactions over time may be hindered by inaccurate user expectations
arising from mismatches between robot voice features and robot’s competence and
performance.
It is possible that voice has been a secondary concern in human-robot interaction
research so far because vocal interactions have often been scripted, or generated by
an imperfect dialogue system, meaning that other aspects of the interaction, such
as the robot’s movements or attention, might have been prioritised. However, recent
advances in the field of natural language and speech processing (such as WaveNet)
mean that fluent autonomous human-robot conversations are getting closer to being
commonplace. It is time to consider more carefully what the robot’s input into these
conversations should actually sound like.
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